
switches should be at least 1.5 V higher than the voltage at
pin 4 (this is the so-called common-mode voltage). So the
voltage set by P1 at pin 3 should not be less than 1.5 V. In
practice a lower voltage is possible, down to about 1 V. It
would be better to use a value between 47 kΩ and 100 kΩ for
R4; this reduces the adjustment range somewhat, but at least
the voltage can never be set too low. If you really want the
lower range to extend down to 0 V, then you should choose
a different opamp, such as half a LM358.
Resistor R1 forms a potential divider in combination with R2.

R1 should have a value such that the voltage at pin 2 is about
equal to the voltage at the wiper of P1 when that is in its mid
position; that is about 2.4 V. The following formula is used to
calculate the value for R1: it is equal to the required turn-off
voltage minus 2.4 V, divided by 240 µA. So for protection
against voltages greater than 100 V, R1 should be 407 kΩ; in
practice you would use 390 kΩ.
The current consumption of the circuit is only a few mA plus
the relay current.
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If you need to drive a number of white LEDs to provide dis-
play backlighting or for a white-light torch what’s the best way
to configure them? If they are wired in series then the forward
conduction voltage of the chain will be greater than the out-
put from a typical battery. Connect them in parallel and cur-
rent becomes a problem. To keep the light output constant it
is also necessary to maintain a constant current through the
LEDs despite a falling battery voltage.
The LT1932 from Linear Technology (www.linear-tech.com/
pdf/1932f.pdf) is an efficient solution
to the problem. This chip operates at
a low supply voltage and contains a
switched mode regulator circuit sup-
plying an output current defined by an
external resistor at the RSET input. The
4.7 µH inductor must be a type suit-
able for use in switched mode circuits;
it stores energy in the ferrite cores
magnetic field during switching.

Up to eight LEDs can be connected in series but if more are
required it is possible to use two parallel networks of five
series connected LEDs. In this configuration it is necessary to
include a resistor in each arm of around 100 Ω to prevent one
of the arms from hogging all the current.
A pulse width modulated square wave applied to the Shut-
down (SHDN) input will dim the LEDs.  Alternatively an exter-
nal variable supply connected via a 56 kΩ resistor to the RSET
input can also act as a dimmer.
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LED Flashlight

Number of LEDs Operating voltage Efficiency RSET ILED

2 1.8 to 3.0 V 75 % 4kΩ53 5 mA
3 1.8 to 3.0 V 75 % 2kΩ26 10 mA
4 1.8 to 3.0 V 75 % 1kΩ5 15 mA
5 2.0 to 3.0 V 70 % 1kΩ13 20 mA
6 2.7 to 4.2 V 75 % 750 Ω 30 mA
8 3.0 to 4.2 V 70 % 562 Ω 40 mA

10 * 2.7 to 4.2 V 75 %

* Two parallel arms of 5 LEDs connected in series together with a 100 Ω resistor 




